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The second issue of the Asian Journal for Public Opinion Research publishes two articles on social media and two articles on survey methodology. The first article by Tham Jen Sern and Hasmah Zanuddin examine how political parties used social media in the latest Malaysian general election. In an environment where political advertising was not allowed, political parties and politicians found social media to be a useful instrument to convey their messages and passions to the public as frequently as possible. I have found it interesting in comparison to the latest Tokyo gubernatorial election. On social media, the issue of religion was salient for the PAS, a religious opposition party, whereas the issue of leadership was salient for the DAP, an opposition calling for further democratization. In Japan the issue of anti-nuclear power plant was most saliently addressed among their users whereas in electoral voting the candidate emphasizing the issues of social policy won.The second article by Yu Guo, Yiwei Li, and Naoya Ito takes up the conceptual issue of continuous use of social networking sites. The authors propose from cognitive psychological perspective what is called a longitudinal model of the interactive process of media use and social capital. Like the repeated experimental games of the prisoners' dilemma, it poses both conceptual and methodological issues to be tested empirically.The third article by Najin Jun reviews and examines the concepts and variables called political diversity and political participation carefully to propose some more appropriate selection and measurement practices to be used.The fourth article by John M. Kennedy and Judith A. Ouimet deals with the methodological issue of the effect of incentives on Internet surveys. When time has become a precious commodity for most respondents in an era of electronic communication characterized by fast, massive, relentless and audience-tailored modes, incentives do matter in raising response rate. Empirical data given, survey practitioners can make their clever decision from this article.
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The fifth by Shin-Kap Han reviews the recent developments in social surveys in Korea. Given the rise in technology, the difficulty in getting hold of respondents, and the rise in costs in carrying out face-to-face interviewing in survey research, many methodological innovations are now practiced. Some simulated results are shown.The May issue will be a special issue on "Satisfaction with Daily Life Aspects in Twelve Asian Societies." It is an initiative of the Editor-in-Chief to carry out surveys on subjects deemed appropriate across Asian societies. This time the following societies were surveyed on the subject in the fall of 2013: Japan, South Korea, China, Macao, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Myanmar, Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia, India, Pakistan. You will find the special issue articles interesting, important, and sometimes intriguing.Takashi Inoguchi
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